<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bestseller</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carol Burnett</td>
<td><strong>THIS TIME TOGETHER:</strong> Laughter and Reflections</td>
<td>Carol Burnett</td>
<td>Knopf Canada</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>$32.00</td>
<td>150,000</td>
<td>April</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Quindlen</td>
<td><strong>EVERY LAST ONE:</strong> A Novel</td>
<td>Anna Quindlen</td>
<td>Knopf Canada</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>$32.00</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>July</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitty Kelley</td>
<td><strong>OPRAH: A BIOGRAPHY</strong></td>
<td>Kitty Kelley</td>
<td>Knopf</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>May</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yann Martel</td>
<td><strong>BEATRICE AND VIRGIL:</strong> A Novel</td>
<td>Yann Martel</td>
<td>Knopf</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
<td>300,000</td>
<td>March</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jillian Michaels with Mariska van Aalst</td>
<td><strong>THE MASTER YOUR METABOLISM COOKBOOK</strong></td>
<td>Jillian Michaels with Mariska van Aalst</td>
<td>Knopf</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>225,000</td>
<td>July</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sue Miller</td>
<td><strong>THE LAKE SHORE LIMITED:</strong> A Novel</td>
<td>Sue Miller</td>
<td>Knopf</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>July</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian McEwan</td>
<td><strong>SOLAR:</strong> A Novel</td>
<td>Ian McEwan</td>
<td>Knopf Canada</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>$32.00</td>
<td>300,000</td>
<td>June</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Cronin</td>
<td><strong>THE PASSAGE</strong></td>
<td>Justin Cronin</td>
<td>Doubleday Canada</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>600,000</td>
<td>June</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Notes
- Prices are in Canadian dollars (CAD) unless otherwise noted.
- **HC** indicates hardcover editions.
- **NCR** indicates the book is available in NCR format.
- **C** indicates Canadian edition.
- **USA** indicates the book is available in the USA edition.
- **UK** indicates the book is available in the UK edition.
Robin Black
IF I LOVED YOU, I WOULD TELL YOU THIS
An unusually poised and nuanced story collection that explores the landscape of maturity through characters who face the often painful transitions that life brings us all. For readers of Alice Munro and Elizabeth Strout. Philadephia, PA
978-1-4600-6857-9 | $24.00/$28.00C
30,000 | Random House | HC | March

Sam Eastland
EYE OF THE RED TSAR:
A Novel of Suspense
Pekkala is banished to the outskirts of humanity, to the forests of Siberia, where no one is expected to survive. When the gruesome 1917 murder of the Romanov family must be quietly investigated over a decade later, the man who was the Tsar’s most trusted ally is given a last opportunity to redemption, justice—and freedom. Paired with the brother who once betrayed him, Pekkala puts himself into the room where the Romanovs met their fate, and finds that in a society built by secrets, no one is expected to survive. When the humanit y, to the forests of Siberia, where
978-1-934287-80-4 | $26.95/$33.00C
Vertical | May | 17,000

Hilary Thayer Hamann
ANTHROPOLOGY OF AN AMERICAN GIRL: A Novel
Self-published in 2003, Hamann’s Anthropology of an American Girl touched a nerve among college students. Newly edited and reworked, Anthropology tells the story of a young artist growing up in East Hampton, who struggles to remain true to herself as she encounters, for the first time, love, passion, death, and adulthood. Sag Harbor, NY
978-0-385-52714-9 | $15.95/$18.95C
25,000 | Other Press | TR | May

Mitchell Kaplan
BY FIRE, BY WATER
Luís de Santángel, chancellor and friend of King Ferdinand, has had enough of the Spanish Inquisition. As the power of Inquisitor Tomás deTorquemada grows, so does the brutality of the church. When a dear friend’s demise brings the violence close to home, Santángel takes retribution into his own hands.
978-1-59051-352-1 | $15.95/$18.95C
20,000 | Delacorte Press | HC | May

Michael Dana Kennedy
FLOWERS OF EDO
What if the U.S., like in Normandy, landed on the shores of Japan to engage in a massive tide-turning ground campaign? A flawlessly researched piece of historical fiction. Needham Heights, MA
978-1-934287-96-9 | $26.95/$33.00C
Vertical | May | 17,000

Julie Orringer
THE INVISIBLE BRIDGE: A Novel
An epic of three brothers whose lives are torn apart. Paris, 1937. One brother arrives from Budapest with a scholarship to study architecture—an elder brother takes up medical studies in Modena—the younger brother leaves school for the stage. But Europe’s unfolding tragedy sends each into terrifying uncertainty. Brooklyn
978-1-4000-4116-9 | $26.95/$32.00C
60,000 | Knopf | HC | May

Simon Rich
Elliott Allagash
Seymour is a cheerful, obedient eighth grader at a private school in Manhattan. His chubbiness has earned him the nickname “chunk style” and he has accepted his life of quiet isolation. Then he meets Elliott Allagash, the arrogant heir of America’s largest fortune, who decides to transform Seymour into the most popular boy in school. Brooklyn, NY
978-1-4600-6857-9 | $22.00/$25.00C
20,000 | Random House | HC | May

Emily Winslow
THE WHOLE WORLD
Polly and Liv both have come from the United States to study at Cambridge, each to escape events of their past. There, both women fall for Nick, a student. When Nick disappears, however, it sets off a chain of events that has enormous and devastating consequences for all of them. Crimes both real and perceived occur, and as characters try to solve the smaller unknowns, larger mysteries form.
978-0-385-34288-9 | $25.00/$29.95
20,000 | Delacorte Press | HC | May

Diann Ducharme
THE OUTER BANKS HOUSE: A Novel
One fateful summer in the post-Civil War Outer Banks of North Carolina would forever change the course of young Abigail Sinclair’s life. The daughter of a plantation owner, 17-year-old Abigail finds and fights to save an unlikely love with Benjamin Whimble, a good-natured, ambitious, and penniless local fisherman whom she is encouraged by her parents to tutor in reading and writing in return for serving as her father’s fishing guide. Manakin-Sabot, VA
978-0-307-46223-7 | $25.00/$29.95
30,000 | Groom | HC | June

Kylie Ladd
AFTER THE FALL: A Novel
A voyeuristic, morally complex read about modern marriage, in which the unexpected becomes inevitable. Two marriages are brought together by friendship. “I had been married three years when I fell in love,” begins Kate, spouse of Cary, her sensible and adoring husband. And then she shares an unexpected kiss with their longtime friend Luke, and thus marks the beginning of a fiery romance. A fully realized exploration of commitment...and adultery. Melbourne, Australia
978-0-385-53281-5 | $25.00/$30.00C
40,000 | Doubleday | HC | June
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David Trueba
LEARNING TO LOSE
Set in the maze of Madrid’s congested streets, Learning to Lose follows four individuals as they swerve off course in unexpected directions, searching for a way to avoid or accept their losses.

978-1-5951-322-4 | $16.95/$19.95C
15,000 | Other Press | TR | June ●

Tracy Winn
MRS. SOMEBODY SOMEBODY: Fiction
On the banks of the Merrimack River at the close of World War II, a young mill worker dreams of marrying rich and finally becoming Mrs. Somebody Somebody. But that dream is complicated—not only for her but for all of Lowell, which is changing rapidly as the twentieth century progresses.

Concord, MA
978-0-8129-8145-2 | $14.00/$17.00C
35,000 | RH Trade Paperbacks | TR | June ●

Darci Hannah
THE EXILE OF SARA STEVENSON
In 1814, in the day of their elopement, Thomas mysteriously disappears, leaving Sara heartbroken and pregnant. Sara is banished to an eerie lighthouse on the lonely and remote Cape Wrath. There a mystifying package from an Oxford antiquarian arrives, giving clues to Thomas’s whereabouts. Sara slowly uncovers the story of Thomas’s disappearance and a rare friendship is born, one that crosses through time and space.

Howell, MI
978-0-345-50752-5 | $14.00/$17.00C
40,000 | RH Trade Paperbacks | TR | July ●

Justín Kramón
FINNY: A Novel
We meet Finny Short as an impish four-year-old, whose sly sense of humor can’t hide the fact that she simply doesn’t belong. When turmoil at home results in Finny’s deportation to Thorndon Boarding School, she finds herself catapulted into an even stranger landscape, among a Dickensian array of characters.

Philadelphia, PA; New York City
978-0-8129-8023-3 | $15.00/$17.50C
18,000 | RH Trade Paperbacks | TR | July ●

Stacy McGlynn
KEEPING TIME: A Novel
Seventy-seven-year-old Daisy Phillips is sick of being treated like an old lady. Upon finding a forgotten watch which belongs to her first fiance, an American soldier stationed in England during World War II, she decides to go to America for one more chance at adventure and track down the man she loved and lost touch with years ago.

New York City
978-0-307-58892-0 | $25.00/$29.95C
50,000 | Crown | HC | July ●

John Verdon
THINK OF A NUMBER: A Novel
Recently retired homicide detective Dave Gurney, the most decorated in the history of the NYPD, is awkwardly pulled back into “the life” when an old college friend appears, bearing threatening letters he’s received from someone who, incredibly, can predict in advance a person’s thoughts. When the letter-writer’s sadistic mind games culminate in brutal murder, and all-out vendetta against the police, Gurney finds himself in a desperate race to outthink the most ingenious foe authorities have ever faced.

New York City
978-0-307-37874-3 | $24.00/$28.00C
20,000 | Shaye Areheart Books | HC | July ●

Maria Àngels Anglada
THE AUSCHWITZ VIOLIN
The conditions at Auschwitz are inhuman and abuses, punishments, and murders are daily occurrences. Daniel, a Jewish violin maker from Crakow, manages to survive the camp commander, a classical music lover, discovers Daniel’s special skills, he decides to put him to the test: Daniel will have to make a violin that plays to perfection. He gets to work straight away, knowing all too well what his punishment is likely to be if he fails. First published in 1994 in Catalan, now translated in English.

978-0-593-80778-3 | $20.00/$24.00C
40,000 | Bantam | HC | August ●
Butterfly Revolution

Darin Bradley

NOISE

Hiram knows the truth: that the end of society is nigh. For the airwaves fired by television’s change to digital have been usurped by Salvage—a group of video pirates whose collective knowledge produces The Book: a plan to get Hiram and his friend Levi safely through the chaos that is about to turn neighbor upon neighbor, that is going to see the rule of law ended, and the rise of autonomous clans. For readers of dystopian societies, such as The Lord of the Flies, The Road, and The Butterfly Revolution, Asheville, NC.

Anne Fottier

JULIET: A Novel

When Julie Jacobs leaves for Italy per the instructions of her late aunt’s will, she never imagines that she’ll be thrust into a centuries-old feud, not to mention one of the most legendary romances of all time. However, as she uncovers the story of her ancestor, Giulietta, whose love for a man named Romeo proved ill-fated, Julie finds herself increasingly under threat, and can’t help but feel that the past and present are very much connected. A gripping historical novel of great passion and scope. Quebec.

Helen Grant

THE VANISHING OF KATHARINA LINDEN

Eleven-year-old Pia comes of age in the German village of Bad Munstereifel, an outcast with only two friends. When Katharina Linden disappears, followed by another girl—then another—it’s Pia who’s on the case, piercing the veil that has hung over past disappearances for decades. A stunning coming-of-age story, where the streets that are most familiar become the most perilous, and fairy tales may hold the greatest, and most terrifying, truths of all. Brussels, Belgium.

Rebecca James

BEAUTIFUL MALICE

Following the death of her talented younger sister, Katherine Patterson’s once-perfect family is left shattered. Into Katherine’s life steps Alice Parrie, who is everything Katherine is not. Extroverted, gorgeous, flirtatious, dangerous, Alice befriends Katherine. But Katherine soon discovers something about Alice—a much darker side, one that reveals the sinister motivation behind their friendship. Australia.

Jenny Wingfield

SWEET BY AND BY: A Novel

When Willadee Lake returns to her childhood home for the annual family reunion, her father—John Moses, the cantankerous patriarch of the clan—kills himself. Willadee and her three children—Noble, Swan, and Bienville—decide to stay for a while and help her mother. As the children make themselves at home on the sprawling farm, eleven-year-old Swan Lake befriends the young son of a cruel and abusive neighbor. But Swan’s fierce determination to save him from threats even she doesn’t fully understand puts them all at the center of a dilemma with dangerous consequences. Texas.

GENERAL FICTION

Sandra Kring

HOW HIGH THE MOON

Ten-year-old Isabella “Teaspoon” Marlene, whose mother dumped her with an old boyfriend before running off to make it big in Hollywood, is about to meet her opposite: Beautiful, poised Brenda Bloom, whose love for a man named Romeo proved ill-fated. Julie finds herself increasingly under threat, and can’t help but feel that the past and present are very much connected. A gripping historical novel of great passion and scope. Quebec.

Nikki Turner

RELAPSE

If you want it, Beijing Lee can get it for you, whether it’s a dinner reservation, a fleet of elite vehicles, or even a record deal. She’s turned small-time hustlers into rap superstars and transformed herself from a hotel clerk to a five-star diva running her own businesses. But despite her winning service, she’s got her own desires—for money, for glamour, and for an all-too-charming low-life named Lootchee—and in the end, one (if not all) of her passions might prove too much for her to handle. Richmond, VA.

Martin Amis

THE PREGNANT WIDOW:

A Novel

1970, Italy, the chaotic throes of the Sexual Revolution. Between the death of one social order and the birth of another, there exists a state of terrifying purgatory—or, as expressed by the Russian thinker Alexander Herzen, a pregnant widow. In a mountainside castle a group of young people circle each other restlessly. The tragedy of manners that ensues will have an indelible effect on all for decades to come. London.

Visit us at our website: www.randomhouse.com
Mary Balogh

A SECRET AFFAIR

So intense, he can be nearly frightening, Constantine has long been the black sheep of the Huxtable clan. With jet black hair and even darker secrets, Con is the perennial lone wolf. Can one woman persuade him to relinquish a life of solitude and step into the light? The fifth and final novel in Mary Balogh’s New York Times bestselling Regency romance series featuring the spellbinding Huxtable family.

Canada

978-0-385-34330-5 | $24.00/$28.00C
75,000 | Delacorte Press | HC | May | O

David Gregory

THE LAST CHRISTIAN: A Novel

From the best-selling author of Dinner with a Perfect Stranger comes this spellbinding story of an America that has lost its faith—and the woman destined to save it. Missionary daughter Abigail Caldwell emerges from the jungle for the first time. She travels to America only to discover a nation where Christianity has completely died out and a plot exists to download it. Missionary daughter Abigail Caldwell.

978-1-4000-4060-5 | $26.95/$32.00C
100,000 | Knopf | HC | May | O

Kristen Heitzmann

INDIVISIBLE: A Novel

From the best-selling author of the Rush of Wings series and the Michelli Family series comes a fast-paced, suspenseful tale of separation, longing, and unity that explosively examines the balance between light and dark. Something sinister is happening in the mountain community of Radcliff, CO. When Police Chief Jonah Westfall finds pairs of animals sewn together, he commits to solving the mystery and protecting those pairs of animals sewn together, he commits.

978-0-385-4000-7-6 | $14.99/$17.99C
100,000 | WaterBrook Press | HC | May | O

Jane Smiley

PRIVATE LIFE: A Novel

From the 1880s to the 1940s: Margaret Mayfield is nearly an old maid at twenty-seven when she marries Captain Andrew Jackson Jefferson Early, easily the most famous man of their Missouri town, a naval officer and an astronomer. Yet Andrew confounds expectations as his devotion to science leaves little room for anything or anyone else. Finally, as WWII approaches, his obsessions take a darker turn, forcing her to reconsider the life she’s so carefully constructed. A portrait of marriage and the mysteries that endure even in lives lived side by side.

978-1-4000-4000-5 | $26.95/$32.00C
100,000 | Knopf | HC | May | O

Aimee Bender

THE PARTICULAR SADNESS OF LEMON CAKE: A Novel

Rose Edelstein at age nine discovers she has a magical gift: she can taste the emotions of the person who make her food. She discovers this gift to her horror as her mother’s homemade lemon-chocolate cake tastes of despair and desperation. This gift and curse makes food a peril for the rest of her life and a threat because it reveals her mother’s life outside the home, her father’s detachment, the void that is her brother. A luminous tale about the difficulty of loving someone fully when you know too much about them.

978-0-385-50112-5 | $25.95/$30.00C
75,000 | Doubleday | HC | June | O

Janelle Brown

THIS IS WHERE WE LIVE

A novel about hopes, dreams, ambition, art, love, real estate, reality, disillusionment, compromise, and reinvention. From the author of the national bestseller All We Wanted Was Everything comes another page-turner that catches the Zeitgeist: a story about subprime mortgages, ruthless Hollywood economics, and the unraveling of a young marriage.

978-0-385-52403-2 | $25.00/$29.95C
50,000 | Spiegel & Grau | HC | June | O

Jennifer Egan

A VISIT FROM THE GOON SQUAD

Bennie Salazar, an aging former punk rocker and record executive, and Sasha, the passionate, troubled young woman he employs, are the focus of this sly, exhilarating work. Bennie and Sasha never discover each other’s pasts, but the reader does, along with the secret lives of a host of other people whose paths intersect in the 1970s San Francisco music scene and in New York from the pre-Internet nineties to a postwar future. A book about time, survival and colliding destinies.

978-0-307-59283-5 | $24.95/$28.95C
60,000 | Knopf | HC | June | O

Bret Easton Ellis

IMPERIAL BEDROOMS: A Novel

The characters from Less Than Zero, reappear in desperate middle age. Clay is a successful screen-writer working on a new movie. Blair, his former girlfriend, is married to Trent, a powerful manager. Also appearing are Clay’s childhood friend Julian, a recovering addict, and their old dealer, Rip, face-lifted beyond recognition and even more sinister. And then there’s the new young actress who will do anything to win a role—and Clay must face his proclivity for betrayal.

978-0-307-26610-1 | $25.00/$29.95C
100,000 | Knopf | HC | June | O

Charles Martin

THE MOUNTAIN BETWEEN US: A Novel

A captivating story about two strangers who crash into a frigid mountain wilderness and must rely on each other to survive. As the days turn into weeks on the unforgiving mountain on which they crashed, they hatch a plan to escape the wilderness, but as desperate as they are to be saved, they wonder what will happen when they return to their previous lives.

978-0-3679-2790-0 | $21.99/$25.00C
100,000 | Broadway | HC | June | O
The year is 1799, the place Dejima, the farthest flung outpost of the powerful Dutch East Indies Company. To this place of superstition and swamp fever, crocodiles and courtesans, earthquakes and typhoons, comes Jacob de Zoet. The young, devout, and ambitious clerk must spend five years in the East to earn enough money to deserve the hand of his wealthy fiancee. But Jacob’s intentions are shifted, his character shaken, and his soul stirred when he meets the beautiful and scarred daughter of a Samurai.

**THE THOUSAND AUTUMNS OF JACOB DE ZOET**

David Mitchell

**EVENSONG**

Emma Campion

**AN IDEAL WIFE**

Gemma Townley

**THE COOKBOOK COLLECTOR**

Laurence Gonzales

**LUCY**

Gary Shteyngart

**AN IDEAL WIFE**

Gemma Townley

**THE COOKBOOK COLLECTOR:**

Laurence Gonzales

**LUCY:** A Novel

Lucy, the fourteen-year-old daughter of a primatologist, has had only apes as playmates when she is rescued from the Congo during a civil war and brought to live in the suburbs of Chicago. The stunning revelation of who—and what she is (the result of experimental breeding of human and ape)—sets in motion the fight for her very right to exist. A novel with underpinnings of moral, ethical, and philosophical issues of biotechnology, genetic engineering, and cloning. What it means to be human.

Evanston, IL

978-0-307-27260-7 | $24.95/$28.95C
100,000 | Knopf | HC | July | G
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Ayelet Waldman

**RED HOOK ROAD: A Novel**
Set on the coast of Maine over the course of four summers, this is the story of two families and the ways in which their lives are unraveled and stitched together by misfortune, good intentions and failure, and by love and calamity. A marriage collapses, a daughter dies, two bereaved siblings find comfort in one another, and an adopted girl brings new life with her talent for the violin. Berkeley 978-0-385-51786-7 | $25.95/$30.00C 75,000 | Doubleday | HC | July

Alison Weir

**CAPTIVE QUEEN: A NOVEL ELEANOR OF AQUITAINE**
The bestselling British historian, Alison Weir, imagines the world of Eleanor of Aquitaine, the beautiful twelfth-century woman who was Queen of France until she abandoned her royal husband for a younger man who would become King of England. *England* 978-0-345-51187-4 | $26.00 50,000 | Ballantine | HC | July

Conn Iggulden

**KHAN: EMPIRE OF SILVER**
Three sons of Genghis survive, though only one can be khan of the nation. A single misstep will mean the loss and destruction of everything their father left them. They must build a legacy of their own—and a city in the wilderness. Southern China is still unconquered, the steppe of Russia is untamed and in the west, the nations of Europe are growing in strength and ambition. Their father has sowed the wind. They will reap the whirlwind. *England* 978-0-385-33954-4 | $25.00/NCR 50,000 | Delacorte Press | HC | August

**GRAPHIC NOVELS & COMICS**

Jane Austen

**PRIDE AND PREJUDICE AND ZOMBIES: The Graphic Novel**
The fiendishly clever mash-up of Jane Austen's beloved classic with all-new scenes of zombie mayhem—is now a graphic novel, featuring all-original art, will bring this sensational tale to a whole new audience. Los Angeles, CA 978-0-345-52068-5 | $14.99/$18.99C 50,000 | Del Rey | TR | May

Stephen King and Peter Straub

**THE TALISMAN: THE ROAD OF TRIALS**
The gripping novel that follows young Jack Sawyer on a desperate quest between two worlds—ours, and a mysterious alternate version of Earth called The Territories—comes to magical life in glowing artwork by Tony Shasteen, scripted by Stephen King expert Robin Furth. *King: Maine Straub: New York City Furth: England* 978-0-345-51855-2 | $10.99/$12.99C 50,000 | Del Rey | TR | June

Peter David

**BEN 10 ALIEN FORCE: DOOM DIMENSION 2**
Ben Tennyson is a fifteen-year-old with a big secret: He has the power to transform into one of ten powerful alien beings. But now he’ll find his courage tested to the limit when he’s transported to a strange new world...the Fourth Dimension! For fans of the massively popular *Ben 10: Alien Force* TV show. Ages 6 and up. Patchogue, NY 978-0-345-52224-5 | $7.99/$9.99C 50,000 | Del Rey | TR | July

Geoff Johns

**BLACKEST NIGHT**
Throughout the decades, death has plagued the DC Universe and taken the lives of heroes and villains alike. And as the War between the different colored Lantern Corps rages on its up to Hal Jordan and the Green Lantern Corps to lead DC’s greatest champions in a battle to save the Universe from an army of undead Black Lanterns made up of DC’s deceased heroes and villains. 978-1-4012-2693-0 | $24.99/$29.99C 100,000 | DC Comics | HC | July

Greg Rucka

**BATWOMAN ELEGY**
Marked by the blood-red bat emblem, Kate Kane is a soldier fighting her own private war—one that began years ago and haunts her every waking moment. In this first tale, Batwoman battles a madwoman known as Alice, inspired by Alice in Wonderland, who sees her life as a fairy tale and everyone around her as expendable extras. 978-1-4012-2690-3 | $24.99/$28.99C 50,000 | DC Comics | HC | July
MYSTERY, THRILLERS & SUSPENSE

Laurie R. King

THE GOD OF THE HIVE
Picking up where the bestselling The Language of Bees left off, The God of the Hive finds its characters scattered to the four winds. Russell is covertly making her way back to London, picking up a mysterious friend with a hidden past along the way. Holmes has fled to Holland, hiding a wounded son, poring over a host of questions. And the villains who nearly killed them all are still alive. King weaves a jawdropping cat-and-mouse tale, where Russell and Holmes must draw upon all of their considerable wits to solve this mystery and survive a foe who intends to see the entire Holmes bloodline bled dry.

978-0-553-80554-3 | $25.00/$39.95C

Barry Eisler

INSIDE OUT
Stuck in a Manila jail for defending himself in a bar, returning hero Ben Treven is visited by his old commander, Scott Horton, who quickly makes his pitch: Work for me off the books or stay here and rot. But Ben soon learns why this was a job for an operative who was already, for all intents and purposes, a dead man.

Menlo Park, CA
978-0-345-50510-1 | $25.00/$29.95C

Karin Slaughter

BROKEN
New York Times bestselling author Karin Slaughter’s powerful new thriller finds Lena Adams and Will Trent in Grant County, investigating a murder staged to look like a suicide, in a case that may push them to the breaking point...

Georgia
978-0-385-34197-4 | $26.00/$31.00C

Lisa Gardner

LIVE TO TELL
In her most shocking thriller yet, bestselling author Lisa Gardner brings back her troubled and brilliant heroine, Sergeant Detective D. D. Warren. Her case this time: an entire family wiped out in a seemingly senseless fit of violence. But to look closer is to see that the most devastating crimes are the ones closest to home, and solving them brings D. D. Warren closer to the edge than she’s ever been before.

New England
978-0-553-80724-0 | $26.00/$31.00C

Tess Gerritsen

ICE COLD: A Novel
Something terrible has happened in the snowbound village of Kingdom Come, Wyoming, where twelve eerily identical houses stand dark and abandoned. Meals remain untouched on dining room tables, cars are still in garages, and the town’s residents have vanished into thin air. This is the disturbing setting where vacationing medical examiner Maura Isles and her traveling companions find themselves trapped during a ferocious snowstorm.

Camden, ME
978-0-345-51548-3 | $26.00/$31.00C

Alex Kava

DAMAGED: A Maggie O’Dell Novel
As a Category 5 hurricane approaches Pensacola Beach, the Coast Guard discovers a huge fishing cooler. Inside, not drugs, but body parts wrapped in plastic. Special FBI Agent Maggie O’Dell investigates and learns it’s a man who disappeared weeks earlier from Port St. Lucie—on the Atlantic side of Florida. How did the body end up 600 miles away in the Gulf of Mexico? Cliffhanger chapters, forensic details, satisfying twists make for a great thriller … and then there’s that monster hurricane. Omaha/Pensacola
978-0-385-53199-3 | $24.95/$28.95C

Linda Howard

VEIL OF NIGHT
Another on-the-edge-of-your-seat romantic suspense from New York Times bestselling author Linda Howard. Heralded by critics and fans alike, Linda Howard’s bestselling novels have helped set the standard for romantic suspense.

Hokes Bluff, AL
978-0-345-50689-4 | $26.00/$31.00C

Lisa Unger

FRAGILE:
A Novel
A stunning new literary thriller from the author of Beautiful Lies, Black Out, and Die for You. Fragile examines the small town missing in circumstances similar to another young girl’s disappearance 20 years before. Family and community secrets threatened to come to the surface as Maggie and her husband, a police officer, attempt to reassure themselves and prove that their son had nothing to do with his girlfriend’s disappearance.

Florida
978-0-307-39399-9 | $24.00/$28.00C

Visit us at our website: www.randomhouse.com
Christie Golden

STAR WARS: FATE OF THE JEDI: ALLIES

A secret revealed with a blast from the past...in the fifth novel of the Fate of the Jedi series, a thrilling new story arc for fans of the Legacy of the Force series, the Dark Lords of the Sith, and the most popular characters in Star Wars, Luke, Han, and Leia! Loveland, CO
978-0-345-50914-7 | $27.00/$32.00C
100,000 | LucasBooks | HC | May

Matthew Stover

GOD OF WAR

In 2005, Sony released God of War, an action-adventure game set in the world of Greek mythology. The game went on to sell more than 4 million copies and spawn two successful sequels. Now, with a new game hitting stores in Spring 2010, the gaming world will be primed for this exciting, in-depth exploration of this extraordinary franchise. In this tie-in novel, Kratos, the game’s protagonist, is a great warrior who seeks revenge on the God of War Ares for the deaths of his wife and child. On his journey to Olympus, Kratos must battle great monsters of legend—and fight his own inner demons.

Chicago
978-0-345-50867-6 | $15.00/$17.50C
75,000 | Del Rey | TR | May

Alex Irvine

TRANSFORMERS: EXODUS

Fans have been clamouring for a canonical Transformers origin story since the franchise was born in the mid-1980s, and Del Rey is happy to deliver in this all-original hardcover!

75,000 | Del Rey | Ballantine Group | HC | June
978-0-345-51985-6 | $27.00/$32.00C

Bonnie Burton

GENERATION STAR WARS

A Star Wars book for Star Wars fans—honoring more than thirty years of one of the best and largest franchises of the galaxy. The book will document the history of Star Wars fandom from the first tease of Star Wars at San Diego Comic-Con in 1976 all the way to today.

San Francisco, CA (all three authors)
978-0-345-51162-1 | $26.00/$31.00C
50,000 | LucasBooks | HC | July

Todd J. McCaffrey

DRAGONGIRL

Young Fiona, rider of the gold queen dragon Talenth, has returned from spending three years in the past, where she helped sick and injured dragons and riders to heal in order to return to the present to fight Thread. She is three years older and wiser, but all around her dragons are falling ill and dying, and she and the others are still no closer to uncovering a cure. In this sequel to the bestselling Dragonheart, Fiona must learn to balance responsibility and ambition, help a friend discover her own place among the dragonriders, and solve the mystery of the illness that threatens the very survival of Pern.

Los Angeles, CA
978-0-345-49116-9 | $26.00/$31.00C
50,000 | Del Rey | HC | July

Karen Miller

STAR WARS: CLONE WARS GAMBIT: SIEGE

The second installment of a two-book Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker adventure, set against the backdrop of the Clone Wars! Obi-Wan Kenobi and a grown-up Anakin Skywalker are trapped on the Separatist-controlled planet Lanteeb, on the run from General Lok Durd and his droid army. Eventually they seek shelter in a remote Lanteeban village, but the Separatists track them down. Now they’re under siege...and the little time they’ve bought themselves is running out.

Sydney, Australia
978-0-345-50900-0 | $15.00/$17.50C
75,000 | LucasBooks | TR | July

Karen Traviss

GEARS OF WAR: ANVIL GATE

The Gears of War videogames are a record-breaking success, with over 11 million copies sold to date. This massively popular franchise inspired Del Rey’s series of tie-in novels—a New York Times bestselling powerhouse. Readers are plunged into a ravaged world where the last humans are waging a long and desperate war with a brutal, inhuman enemy—the Locust Horde. Bestselling military SF author Traviss brings the world of the game to vivid, shocking life, capturing every pulse-pounding battle and the reality of combat against overwhelming odds.

United Kingdom
978-0-345-49945-5 | $15.00/$17.50C
100,000 | Del Rey | TR | August

Sean Williams

STAR WARS: THE OLD REPUBLIC: FATAL ALLIANCE

Smuggler Jet Nebula has stumbled across a treasure richer than he ever dreamed. The Hutts want to auction it to the highest bidder, be it the Republic or the Empire, both of whom hope to bolster their chances in the coming conflict. But the Sith are interested, too, and they don’t bargain with anyone; the Jedi High Council is sending someone to investigate; a mysterious Mandalorian is chasing something connected to a long-forgotten crime; while a spy plays every side at once. What Jet has unearthed will surprise all of them, and leave none of them unchanged. This ties in with Star Wars: The Old Republic™, a story-driven, massive multiplayer online PC game.

Australia
978-0-345-51132-4 | $27.00/$32.00C
100,000 | LucasBooks | HC | July
**GENERAL NON-FICTION**

**THE PERSONAL PRAYERS AND DEVOTIONS OF MOTHER ANGELICA**

The most powerful work of Mother Angelica, sharing publicly for the first time her most private thoughts and prayers. More intimate than any of her previous books, this is the book that her millions of admirers have been waiting for. Readers are brought inside her spiritual life through her private prayers and reflections.

David Grann

**MOTHER ANGELICA AND DEVOTIONS OF THE PERSONAL PRAYERS**

Introduced and Edited by Raymond Arroyo

Christoper Chabris and Daniel Simons

**THE INVISIBLE GORILLA: And Other Ways Our Intuitions Deceive Us**

The authors’ world-famous “Gorilla Experiment” has been covered by hundreds of electronic and print media, discussed by characters on the TV show “CSI,” and is the subject of a dozen exhibits in science museums around the world. Here the professors present their thought-provoking look at misperception and understanding, explaining how we often fail to recognize the evidence that lies right in front of us, and providing a kind of “x-ray vision” that will enable readers to conquer faulty thinking.

Jane Isay

**MOM STILL LIKES YOU BEST: The Unfinished Business Between Siblings**

Conflict, annoyance, disagreement, mixed feelings… the usual range of emotions even between siblings with a ‘good’ relationship. Scores of interviews show how differences caused by family feuds, marriages, distance, or ancient history can be overcome with a return to the closeness of early bonds. A vivid portrait of siblings…in love and in war.

Tom Ferry and Laura Morton

**LIFE! BY DESIGN**

Motivational, inspirational, life-altering leadership from a new voice in success coaching. Tom shows that in order to live an extraordinary life, you have to know what you want, know why you want it—and then be motivated to achieve it. No more pity parties. No more excuses. No more procrastination. You’ll get rapid results following his 6 easy steps.

Ben MacIntyre

**OPERATION MINCEMEAT:**

How a Dead Man and a Bizarre Plan Fooled the Nazis and Assured an Allied Victory

Based on rare, newly discovered documents exclusive to the book, MacIntyre chronicles the brilliant, yet slightly mad plan to mislead the Nazi armies about where the Allies would attack southern Europe. To carry out the plan, they would have to rely on the most unlikely of secret agents: a dead man. They called it Operation Mincemeat.

Guy Walters

**HUNTING EVIL:**

The Nazi War Criminals Who Escaped and the Quest to Bring Them to Justice

In this deeply researched and compellingly written work of WWII history and investigative reporting, journalist and novelist Guy Walters tells the whole story of one of the most shocking and important aspects of the war: how the most notorious Nazi war criminals escaped justice, how they were pursued, captured or able to remain free until their natural deaths.
Stephen Moss
**THE BUMPER BOOK OF NATURE:**
A User's Guide to the Great Outdoors
Whether you live in the heart of the city, in the suburbs, or the deepest countryside, *The Bumper Book of Nature* is a treasure trove of illustrations, nature activities, ideas, and information to inspire and entertain adults and children alike. For readers of *The Book of General Ignorance* and *The Dangerous Book for Boys! United Kingdom*

Megan K. Stack
**EVERY MAN IN THIS VILLAGE IS A LIAR:**
An Education in War
A few weeks after 9/11, journalist Megan K. Stack, a twenty-five-year-old correspondent for the *Los Angeles Times*, was sent to Afghanistan and Pakistan. She has since covered Iraq, Lebanon, Israel, Egypt, Libya, and Yemen. These are the changes she saw sweep the Muslim world, the wild excitement, the slow disillusionment. Savage and unsettling, this is a memoir about war in the twenty-first century.

James M. Tabor
**BLIND DESCENT:**
The Quest to Discover the Deepest Place on Earth
In 2004, two teams— one American and one Russian— raced to make this last great terrestrial discovery. Remarkable scientists and adventurers made up both expeditions, and they were led by two equally remarkable men, lifelong scientists and cave explorers, polar opposites in temperament and style, one mild-mannered, the other monomaniacal. *Blind Descent* is the story of these teams and their leaders, who would join the titans of discovery like Scott and Amundsen, Hillary, Cousteau, and Armstrong. Although one team “won” this race, both could claim success in a realm where the ultimate victory was survival itself. *Waitsfield, VT*

Bill Strickland
**TOUR DE LANCE:**
The Extraordinary Story of Lance Armstrong's Attempt to Reclaim the Tour de France
The gripping story of Lance Armstrong's return to cycling during the 2009 racing season, and his attempt to win another Tour de France. Strickland followed Armstrong through every step of the dramatic 2009 season and is able to portray what happens in front—and behind—the scenes. *Emmaus, PA*

Robert K. Wittman, FBI Agent, with John Shiffman
**PRICELESS:**
How I Went Undercover to Rescue the World's Stolen Treasures
For the first time, the creator and former leader of the FBI's Art Crime Team—a man whose legendary undercover work has led to the recovery of $225 million worth of stolen art—reveals the stories behind his remarkable career, culminating in his recent investigation of one of the twentieth century's most famous unsolved crimes.

Lawrence E. Joseph
**THE AFTERMATH:**
A Guide to Preparing For and Surviving Apocalypse 2012
In Apocalypse 2012, Joseph appraised the likelihood of planet-wide catastrophe in 2012. Now, he answers the most pressing question to arise from the investigation: What do we do about it all? Written in the same wry, entertaining style, *The Aftermath* brings together investigative reportage, historical research, scenario planning, and practical advice to help control the damage should the world as we know it end in 2012. *Beverly Hills, CA*

John Vaillant
**THE TIGER:**
A True Story of Vengeance and Survival
When Yuri Trush was called to investigate an attack by a Siberian tiger in Russia’s remote Far East, he was stunned to find nothing remaining of the victim but stumps of bone protruding from his boots. Even more chilling was evidence that the attack was carefully orchestrated and it happened again! Trush must research a deadly force and all the elements surrounding the killings: Chinese and Russian settlers—trappers, thieves, deserters, exiles. A haunting exploration of predators and prey. *Vancouver*
BANKERS: 
The Wall Street Takeover and the Next Financial Meltdown
Simon Johnson and James Kwak
Following the financial crisis of 2008, the largest banks at its center have emerged even bigger, more profitable, and more resistant to regulation. Without effective government intervention, these banks threaten to create yet another crippling economic downturn. The choice is stark: accede to vested interests, or reform through stringent regulation.

Cambridge, MA and New Haven, CT
978-0-307-37905-4 | $26.95/$32.00C
75,000 | Pantheon | HC | April

IT’S NOT JUST WHO YOU KNOW: 
Transform Your Life by Turning Colleagues and Contacts into Lasting, Genuine Relationships
Tommy Spaulding
The new How to Win Friends and Influence People for the 21st century, a book that was Spaulding’s early bible in getting ahead in his life and career. The story of how the former CEO of Up With People and now an extraordinarily successful entrepreneur and leader overcame the enormous obstacles on his path to success. Spaulding reveals the nuts and bolts behind turning casual contacts and chance encounters into opportunities to create lifelong relationships.

Castle Rock, CO
978-0-307-58913-2 | $23.00/$26.95C
50,000 | Broadway Business | HC | May

CLICK: 
The Magic of Instant Connections
Ori Brafman and Rom Brafman
In a book that combines psychology and sociology with an insightful understanding of human interactions, the best-selling authors of Sway have written a compelling narrative that helps us to understand the magic behind those moments when we form an incredible connection with other people, and which cause us to become fully engaged in whatever we are doing.

San Francisco, CA
978-0-385-52905-1 | $23.00/$26.95C
70,000 | Broadway Business | HC | June

RuleS for Radical Conservatives: 
Beating the Left at Its Own Game to Take Back America
David Kahane
The vast right wing conspiracy has found its General Patton and his name is David Kahane. Kahane’s pseudonymous, satiric column for National Review Online, lampooning the Left via his Hollywood-radical persona—Stephen Colbert’s liberal doppelganger—is must reading for political aficionados of all stripes. Now, from the inside, Kahane proudly exposes the secret—and-not-so-secret winning strategies—and vulnerabilities—of the Left and gives desperate conservatives a roadmap to victory, in a take-no-prisoners manual modeled after Alinsky’s Rules for Radicals, C. S. Lewis’s The Screwtape Letters, Machiavelli’s Prince, and, of course, the Chicago Way.

New York and Los Angeles
978-0-345-52186-6 | $22.00/$26.00C
50,000 | Ballantine | HC | June

HUMOR

AWKWARD FAMILY PHOTOS
Mike Bender and Doug Chernack
A spin-off of the popular blog, Awkward Family Photos is a hilarious tribute to all the embarrassing moments—from family disco nights to Renaissance-themed pig roasts—that make us love our families enough to shame them. An homage to all the images which humiliated us as youngsters, but now serve as happy reminders of how hilarious and bizarre family truly is.

Los Angeles, CA
978-0-307-59229-3 | $15.00/$17.50C
50,000 | Three Rivers Press | TR | May

THE POWER OF POSITIVE IDIOCY
David Feherty
The CBS Sports personality offers his distinctive commentary on aging, Texas, women on the golf course, the Irish, parenting, addiction, Charles Barkley, and, of course, every pro golfer and golfing situation you’d ever want to read about. He also graciously/unforgivingly answers his fans’ questions and passes along his unique and demented perspective.

Dallas, TX
978-0-385-53073-6 | $26.95/$32.00C
75,000 | Dutton | May

HISTORICAL TWEETS: 
The Completely Unabridged and Ridiculously Brief History of the World
Alan Beard and Alec McNyar
BREAKING NEWS: Since the dawn of time, Twitter has existed. Starting with @Adam1’s first tweet (“@God OMY! I’m naked!”) through the beginnings of the modern world (“Finally finished invention. Disappointed to learn no one can read.” @JohannesG) to major events of the recent past (“Bought a sleep journal. I keep having dreams but forget to write them down.” @martinlkjr), readers will see how the events of history unfolded by those who lived them, 140 characters at a time.

Los Angeles, CA
978-0-345-52263-4 | $14.00/$17.00C
50,000 | Villard | TR | April

It’s Not Just Who You Know
Tommy Spaulding

Rules for Radical Conservatives
David Kahane

Click
Ori Brafman and Rom Brafman

Rules for Radical Conservatives
David Kahane
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COOKING

Alice Waters
IN THE GREEN KITCHEN:
Techniques to Learn by Heart
From the bestselling cookbook author, celebrated chef, and champion of the sustainable food movement, comes an indispensable resource for cooks of all levels, featuring 30 basic cooking techniques and corresponding recipes, each demonstrated by cooks and chefs and friends of Alice, including Thomas Keller, Deborah Madison, Rick Bayless, Lidia Bastianich, and Dan Barber! Berkeley, CA
978-0-307-33680-4 | $28.00/$34.00C
125,000 | Clarkson Potter | HC | April

Robb Walsh
THE TEX-MEX GRILL
AND BACKYARD BARBACOA COOKBOOK
Grilling meets Tex-Mex with this latest collection from two-time James Beard winner and author of The Texas Cowboy Cookbook and The Tex-Mex Cookbook. With over 85 delicious Mexican-American recipes, new techniques, and spicy trivia tidbits, this cookbook is for everyone from die-hard taco fans to Americana devotees and home cooks, and introduces us all to the nation’s best taco trucks.

50,000 | Broadway | TR | May

MEMOIR & BIOGRAPHY

Jenny Sanford
STAYING TRUE
South Carolina’s first lady, Jenny Sanford, writes candidly about her husband’s very public infidelity, the question of forgiveness, and the universal issue of maintaining integrity and a sense-of-self during life’s difficult times. Sullivan’s Island, SC
978-0-345-52239-9 | $25.00/$29.95C | 150,000 | Ballantine | HC | February |

Peter Buffet
LIFE IS WHAT YOU MAKE IT:
Find Your Own Path to Fulfillment
From the son of Warren Buffet comes a warm, witty, inspirational book that encourages us to take chances while maintaining a core of strong values. Anecdotal, engaging, and revealing, Buffet’s message will resonate with high school students, college graduates, and those in midlife career changes. He shares his father’s wisdom and thoughtful reminders that every individual is responsible for his or her own success. New York City
978-0-307-46471-2 | $23.99/$27.99C
50,000 | Harmony | HC | April |

Howard Bryant
THE LAST HERO:
A Life of Henry Aaron
The amazing Aaron was the first player to pass Babe Ruth in home runs, a record held for 33 years, and hit at least 30 home runs per season 15 times! He also shattered records for RBIs, total bases, extra-base hits. But he is perhaps best remembered for the dignity and determination with which he stood against racism both on the field and as upper management. A true national icon. Massachusetts
978-0-375-42485-4 | $29.95/$35.00C
75,000 | Pantheon | HC | May |

Meghan Daum
LIFE WOULD BE PERFECT IF I LIVED IN THAT HOUSE
A laugh-out-loud journey into the world of real estate—the true story of one woman’s “imperfect life lived among imperfect houses.” Single and in her mid-thirties Daum finds herself devoting obscene amounts of time in the pursuit of the perfect property. She finally depletes her life savings to buy a 900-square-foot bungalow with a garage like “the ruins of Pompeii” and with plumbing from “the Coolidge administration.” The perils and pleasures of believing that only a house can make you whole. Los Angeles
978-0-307-27066-5 | $24.00/$28.00C
60,000 | Knopf | HC | May |
Carolyn Jessop with Laura Palmer
**TRIUMPH:**
Life After the Cult – A Survivor’s Lessons
Following her sensational, best-selling memoir, *Escape*, Jessop returns with the next installment of her inspiring story of life after the Fundamental Latter Day Saints Mormon sect. She draws on her experiences to spell out the tools of transformation that are available to anyone. These include building self-esteem; overcoming a fear of change; asking for help; recognizing the importance of forgiveness and releasing rage; and finding the ability to reclaim your own self-respect and power.

978-0-307-59070-1 | $25.99/$30.99C | 50,000 | Broadway | HC | May | ☑

Wilbert Rideau
**IN THE PALACE OF JUSTICE:**
A Story of Punishment and Deliverance
The remarkable life of the award-winning journalist who spent 44 years in Louisiana prisons after killing a woman in panic during a bank robbery at age 19. He worked against unimaginable odds to redeem himself, stepping back from a death sentence, and going on to lead a meaningful life in prison. He adopted a role of advocacy for prison reform appearing regularly on NPR, and The Angolite went on to play an important role in civilizing a treacherous institution.

Louisiana
978-0-307-26481-7 | $26.95/$32.00C | 50,000 | Knopf | HC | May | ☑

Fred Thompson
**NOTES FROM A COUNTRY LAWYER:** A Memoir
Straddling the worlds of Washington and Hollywood, former presidential candidate Fred Thompson tells his life story and voices the values he was raised on. From his start as a country lawyer to running for president, Thompson has led a charmed life. He’s immensely likable for his down home, no-b.s. attitude and swagger, and he’s used that charm to achieve so much in his life.

Louisiana
978-0-307-46028-8 | $25.00/$29.95C | 50,000 | Crown Forum | HC | May | ☑

Chely Wright
**LIKE ME:**
Confessions of a Heartland Country Singer
Determined at an early age to become a country music star, Chely made a pact with God—to keep her “sinning” to a minimum if he’d get her to the Grand Ole Opry. Her dream came true at 18 and she writes of the critical acclaim, the #1 hits, the fans, the vortex of success—while always fearing the prospect of losing everything. This is how she found the courage to find a new voice, to become a new person.

Nashville and New York City
978-0-307-37886-6 | $25.95/$30.00C | 60,000 | Pantheon | HC | May | ☑

Ray Charles Robinson Jr. with Mary Jane Ross
**YOU DON’T KNOW ME:**
Reflections of My Father, Ray Charles
Ray Charles Jr. shares his personal memories about growing up as the legend’s oldest son, with the full support of Ray Charles’ second wife, Della B. Ray Charles the musician has been well documented. But Ray Charles the man, the husband, and especially the father, remains unknown. Readers and fans of Charles’ music will discover a new side to the icon and a deeper appreciation for him.

Los Angeles, CA
978-0-307-46293-0 | $24.99/$28.95C | 50,000 | Harmony | HC | June | ☑
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Lois Greiman

**NOT ONE CLUE**
10,000 | Dell | April | Mystery

Linda Howard and Linda Jones

**BLOOD BORN**
978-0-345-52076-0 | $7.99/$8.99
200,000 | Bantam | April | Romance – Paranormal

Andy McDermott

**THE COVENANT OF GENESIS**
150,000 | Bantam | April | Adventure

Chrsty Reece

**LAST CHANCE**
200,000 | Ballantine | April | Romance – Suspense

Bella Andre

**NEVER TOO HOT**
25,000 | Bantam | May | Romance – Suspense

Keri Arthur

**MOON SOWN: A RILEY JENSON GUARDIAN NOVEL**
250,000 | Dell | May | Romance – Paranormal

Tessa Dare

**ONE DANCE WITH A DUKE**
978-0-345-51887-3 | $7.99/$8.99
250,000 | Ballantine | June | Romance – Regency

James P. Davis

**ED GREENWOOD PRESENTS: WATERDEEP**
10,000 | Wizards of the Coast | May | Fantasy

Dianne Emley

**LOVE KILLS**
978-0-345-4999-4 | $7.99/$8.99
150,000 | Ballantine | May | Fiction

Lynn Flewelling

**THE WHITE ROAD**
25,000 | Spectra | May | Fantasy

Stacia Kane

**UNHOLY GHOSTS**
100,000 | Dell | May | Romance – Paranormal

Sherry Thomas

**HIS AT NIGHT**
978-0-553-59244-3 | $7.99/$8.99
75,000 | Bantam | May | Romance – Historical

Christopher Golden and Tim Lebbon

**THE CHAMBER OF TEN**
10,000 | Spectra | July | Fantasy

Jaleigh Johnson

**UNBROKEN CHAIN**
10,000 | Wizards of the Coast | July | Fantasy

Stacia Kane

**CITY OF GHOSTS**
100,000 | Del Rey | July | Fantasy

Kelly Meding

**AS LIE THE DEAD**
978-0-553-59287-0 | $7.99/$8.99
75,000 | Dell | July | Fantasy

Jack Rogen

**THE OCEAN DARK**
125,000 | Ballantine | July | Fiction

Timothy Zahn

**TERMINATOR SALVATION: TRIAL BY FIRE**
40,000 | Titan | July | Science Fiction

Paul Crilley

**TAINT OF THE BLACK BRIGADE**
978-0-7869-5507-7 | $6.99/$7.99
7,000 | Wizards of the Coast | August | Fantasy

Bill Slavicsek

**THE MARK OF NERATH**
10,000 | Wizards of the Coast | August | Fantasy